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• Current status (latest rev -11):
  – A YANG Dr review (Ebben Aries) was completed in August 2019
  – Addressed all YD review comments in latest rev -11
  – No outstanding issues

• Next steps
  – Request WGLC
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• Current status (latest rev -10):
  – A YANG Dr review (Andy Bierman) was completed in August 2019
  – Addressed all YD review comments in latest rev -10
  – No outstanding issues

• Next steps
  – Request WGLC
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• Current status (latest rev -07):
  – WGLC completed and submitted to IESG (October 2019)
  – A Last Call YANG Dr. review was completed on rev-07 (2019) and received several comments
    • State: comments still open - need to be addressed
  – Received more comments from Tom Petch and Martin Bjorklund:
    • State: comments still open - need to be addressed
  – Received several comments from RD review (Yingzhen Qu)
    • State: comments still open - need to be addressed

• Next steps
  – Authors need to work with reviewers to address comments
draft-ietf-mpls-mldp-yang

• Current status (latest rev -06):
  – A YANG Dr review was completed on rev -03 in 2017 – too old
  – Received more review comments from Tom Petch (e.g. address Ed notes and open items section, formatting, etc.) and Martin B.

• Next steps
  – Authors need to work with reviewers to address comments
  – Trigger a Last Call YANG Dr. review once authors address existing comments
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• Current status (latest rev -06):
  – WGAP poll completed - received several comments during poll (see emails from Tom Petch)
  – No traction to address comments
  – ID expired July 13, 2019

• Next steps:
  – Authors need to refresh ID
  – Address WGAP comments before document being adopted
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